COVID-19 Protocols for 2020 Zanesville Agility Trials
6-December 2020 version

POTC & our affiliated host clubs are excited to start the Fall 2020 Agility Trial season beginning in September at the
Fieldhouse in Zanesville OH. In order to make the environment and agility trial as safe as possible for our exhibitors,
staff, and judges, we have developed COVID-era policies for our agility trials that will be in effect until further notice. If
you have any questions, please contact the Trial Secretary.
We are doing our best to keep the trials fun for everyone, but safety and health must take top priority.
Please respect the policies we are implementing to ensure everyone’s continued health,
as well as any additional requirements that The Fieldhouse may have established.
Please read through this document and make sure you are comfortable with our guidelines.
If you are unable or unwilling to follow these procedures, please do not enter!
If you will be entering the trials, please sign and return the Agreement with your entries.
Anyone not complying with these or Fieldhouse policies will be asked to leave with no refund.
We have put together the following protocols based on the AKC Best Practices for the Well-Being of Dog Sport
Participants, and current State of Ohio and CDC guidelines. Please keep in mind that National, State, and Local COVID-19
requirements and recommendations are constantly evolving; consequently, these Protocols may be updated at any
time. Any revisions will be communicated as soon as possible prior to the trial weekends; if you believe you may have
any issues complying with the changes, please contact the Trial Secretary prior to the trial to withdraw for a refund.
Please do NOT attend this trial if any of the following “risk categories” applies to you:
(a) you are aware you were exposed to COVID-19 within the 14 days preceding the trials and do not have a
confirmed negative result from testing done 5+ days after the exposure (i.e. CDC criteria for quarantine); or
(b) you have COVID-19 or any of its symptoms at the time of the trial
If any of these conditions apply to you, please contact the Trial Secretary if you wish to request a full refund for any runs
not yet completed.
1. MASKS: An appropriate face covering MUST always be worn in the building, including WHILE RUNNING. Masks
must be worn correctly, covering both nose and mouth at all times. No exceptions/exemptions. Please bring
your own face masks. If you forget yours, we may have a limited number of disposable masks available for a
small fee, but please do not plan on their availability to ensure you will be allowed to run. You do not need to
wear a mask when outside the building as long as you maintain social distancing.
2. CHAIRS: please bring your own chairs. The usual bleachers and chairs will not be available for general use.
Chairs will be available in-ring for workers (or you can use your own if you want!) – please wipe down chairs
other than your own both before and after use.
3. GLOVES: Bring disposable gloves if you desire to wear them at any time during the trials.
4. WASH HANDS frequently and thoroughly. Use hand sanitizers positioned throughout the building frequently,
especially before & after touching any common equipment or surfaces, or dogs other than your own.
5. SOCIAL DISTANCING must be practiced by everyone both inside and outside for the entire weekend, including
when spectating ringside
6. SANITIZATION: All equipment and high-touch surfaces in the ring areas will be periodically cleaned and
sanitized. The Fieldhouse may also clean commonly touched surfaces periodically throughout the trial and again
at the end of the day. Please bring your own cleaning and sanitizing supplies if you desire to use them for your
own trial gear. *** Please be aware that each night the equipment and ring areas may be misted with a
disinfecting solution (3M 41A or other). It is your responsibility to decide whether to leave crates/water bowls in
the building overnight***
7. CRATING: We currently do not expect any issue with indoor crating for all dogs, nor with human occupancy
limits. But depending on changes to state orders regarding distancing requirements or gathering limits in effect
on the trial weekends, we may need to restrict the number of people in the building at any one time (we will let
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you know as promptly as possible if we expect any issues with either dog or human occupancy limits). When
setting up your crates, please use the minimum practical space for your dogs and be sure to allow adequate
spacing to your neighbors to maintain 6’ distancing between people seated at their crates (except within
“household crating groups”).
RESERVED PARKING for CAR CRATING – a limited number of parking spaces close to the front doors will be
reserved for people willing to crate from their cars for the weekend & are available on a first-reserved advance
basis only. Please contact the Trial Secretary no later than the Tuesday evening preceding the trial at the
address in the premium or by text (no voicemail) to (304) 488-2871 if interested! Include name, cell #, color and
make of car, and license plate number in your email/text. Please be sure to take proper safety precautions due
to possible heat issues in a vehicle. Dogs appearing to be in distress will be “rescued” if appropriate contact
information is not readily displayed in/on your vehicle - YOUR DOGS’ SAFETY COMES FIRST!!
FOOD: We plan to provide lunch that will be available for purchase with cash &/or worker tickets. Lunch will
either be individually-wrapped commercially-supplied items (e.g. sub sandwiches), or will be served by a
dedicated worker who will wear gloves and follow PPE & sanitary protocols for the serving of food (e.g. if pizza is
served). As always, you are also permitted to bring in your own food and beverages or have food delivered.
*** Please do NOT bring in shared food or MACH cakes unless they are commercially individually portioned &/or
will be served by a single server who will take appropriate sanitary & PPE measures as noted above ***
BUILDING OCCUPANCY: Only workers or exhibitors entered should attend the trials. We urge you to leave
additional family & friends at home unless necessary to help you during the trials. We need to keep occupancy
at a minimum to stay within any pandemic restrictions and to facilitate adequate distancing.
COURSE MAPS and BRIEFINGS will be posted in several areas to facilitate social distancing. Take pictures of
maps because paper copies will not be available. Please let a club worker know if you cannot take a picture of
the maps. Individual results will be emailed after the trials and complete results will be posted at the Trial
Secretary’s website soon after. ONLINE MAPS, BRIEFINGS, and RUN ORDERS: barring any technical problems or
time constraints (this option is NOT “guaranteed”!), the Trial Secretary will post these each evening between 710pm for the next day.
They can be downloaded from: https://1drv.ms/u/s!AtRWxjDMp_Uz4GMIw1RAQKa5ZGfh?e=Y9x1Vr
WORKERS setting up rings and changing bar heights must use hand sanitizer frequently and may choose to also
wear gloves if desired for additional self-protection. Sanitizer will be located at each worker chair in the rings.
CHECK IN on the gate boards at the early check-in location or at ringside in advance of the class starting, using
your own pen, or by sanitizing and using a “public” pen. Once a class has started, if you need to check in on a
board in use at ringside, please only ask the Gate Steward to check you in &/or move any of your dogs if needed
to avoid conflicts. Please remember to maintain personal distancing from the GS.
WALKTHROUGHS: Per AKC COVID guidance, walkthrough groups will be limited to 25 people at most. Please
keep in mind that if individual classes or height groups are large enough to require split walks, there will be no 5minute waits in “walk-walk-run” instances. We encourage everyone to be mindful of others, take turns, and
maintain personal distance. There will be NO Obsessive walkthroughs, and likely no Mas/Ex STD/JWW briefings.
WARM-UP JUMPS: hand sanitizer will be located near each warm-up jump; please use it before handling the
jump bar/jump for your dog
ENTERING and EXITING RINGS: Please maintain 6’ distancing when lining up with your dog to run. Please do
not touch the gate with your hands when entering and leaving the ring – only “hip-checks”, backs of hands, or
head-butts allowed! The gates may also be opened and shut for you by workers wearing gloves &/or using
sanitizer. The gate tops will be sprayed &/or wiped off between classes.
LEASHES: Exhibitors may tuck their leash completely into a pocket when running the course, or may choose to
wear it like a bandolier or like a belt around your waist as long as no part is left dangling. If you opt to instead
drop your leash, the leash runner will be using hand sanitizer between runs or will pick the leash up with a paper
towel/or grabber.
MEASURING of DOGS: if there are no VMOs in attendance, then there will be no measuring of dogs whatsoever.
If a VMO is present and willing to measure dogs, then dogs may be able to get a measurement if they & their
owner can first agree to any criteria the VMO may require before he/she is willing to measure a particular dog.
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19. RIBBONS, PRIZES, and AWARDS: Exhibitors should maintain social distancing when picking up ribbons and
stickers. There will be an awards worker to place your stickers on the Q ribbon (or give to you to put in your
book if you prefer) and distribute any other ribbons. Please use sanitizer before taking any ribbons from the
baskets. Please do not borrow any ribbons for photos, that you do not plan to keep! Toys/prizes will be available
as stated in the premium; but please do not dig through the bins when selecting the items you want (sorry!!)
Please pick the item you want for your dog and touch that one item only.
20. AFTER COMPLETING YOUR RUNS: Once your runs are done for the day, and if you are not scheduled to work,
please head home with your dog(s), and enjoy a cold adult beverage! This will help keep our occupancy to a
minimum and make social distancing easier.
Thank you for taking part in the POTC/BTCA/GRCCO Zanesville Agility Trials. By being careful now, hopefully things can
be back to a more familiar normal for next year’s agility trials!

Zanesville Agility Trials COVID-19 Protocols Agreement
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING AND SUBMIT THIS SIGNED AGREEMENT PAGE WITH YOUR ENTRY
Please be sure that you are comfortable with our agility trial protocols as noted above and are willing to comply
with ALL of these guidelines and any future modifications to ensure a safe environment for everyone.
Exhibitors not complying with these guidelines at the trials will be asked to leave and not issued a refund.
I have read the Zanesville Agility Trial COVID-19 Protocols, understand them, and I agree to comply with these
procedures, which include social distancing and wearing a suitable mask correctly at all times to ensure a safe
environment for everyone. I also agree to refrain from attending the trial if at the time of the event, any of the
“risk categories” may apply to me and I will notify POTC immediately if I feel ill while attending the trials. I
agree that POTC, its partner host clubs, and The Fieldhouse are in no way liable for any present or future
COVID-19 infection incurred at any time, by any person, in attendance or not, before, during, or after this
Event. I understand that a valid entry requires my signature verifying my agreement and understanding of this
document.

_____________________________________
PRINTED NAME

____________________________
DATE

_____________________________________
SIGNATURE
Thank you for entering the Zanesville Agility Trials and agreeing to follow the COVID-19 Protocols to
ensure the safety of everyone!

Reminder: anyone attending with you to assist at the trials must also submit a signed copy of this form.
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